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Is your factory
harbouring SPIs?
Rentokil offers a complete Stored Product Insect
(SPI) monitoring and treatment solution which
includes:
• Detection of SPIs within your premises,
using highly effective XLure insect
monitors.
• BPCA qualified Field Biologist inspections.
• Large scale building and structural
fumigation with ProFume.
• Effective heat treatments of buildings
or machinery.
• Deep cleaning of production areas,
production machinery and storage silos.
To arrange a FREE survey of your premises,
or to gain further information on Rentokil
services please contact us.

0800 917 1982
rentokil.co.uk
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Welcome to your winter edition of SOFHT
Focus. Apologies for its lateness, but hopefully
like me you have all had a busy December and
January, making Christmas a good one for all
of us in the food industry!
In this edition we look at the FSA in
Wales’ approach to Food Hygiene Rating
Scheme with an excellent article from Rob
Wilkins, while the winter vomiting virus is
examined from a safe distance by SOFHT’s
own John Rigarlsford. Steve Sinclair of Revival
Environmental takes us into the glamorous
world of pest control, and Exova’s Amy Smith
discusses progress on the Responsibility Deal.
I would also like to thank SOFHT Council
member Roger Hatch, who has decided to
resign. Roger has been involved with the
Society for many years, successfully managing
various roles in that time. To avoid a great
loss for the Society, as we value his support
and experience, Roger has agreed to remain
with the Society in a non-director capacity as
company secretary.
In the next edition, we look forward to
presenting a new advertising section, giving
members and non-members an opportunity to
place small product features in the magazine. If
you want to contribute, please let us know.
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sofht news

message from
your CHAIR

A little belated, but happy New Year to everyone
from all at SOFHT! I hope everyone had fun in
the snow and didn’t catch too many of the bugs
that have been flying around. The Society has
had a great start to 2013, and its only February.
We have launched our newly designed
website, which we think gives it a modern look
and provides much more up to-date information
on our events and latest news. Have a look and
let us know what you think.
Following the launch of free student
membership at our luncheon in November, we
have seen the number of students joining the
Society increase, with really positive comments
from our industry colleagues and students
alike. To enhance this further, we are currently

working on the Student Award to be launched
in March. We are looking for companies that
have the same desire to promote the industry
to the next generation to get involved with
this award, either through sponsorship, sitting
on the judging panel or providing a work
placement for the winning student.
With such wonderful comments following
the annual lecture and luncheon last year, we
are already making plans for our 2013 event
at The Landmark, London. We are pleased
to announce that this year’s lecture will be
presented by Professor Hugh Pennington, a
formidable expert in his field. We have also
decided to continue our support of Camille’s
Appeal as our charity of the year, to raise even
more funds for such a worthwhile cause.
Our Training Academy and Breakfast Club
Programmes for 2013 are now finalised and
we have designed these around your requests
and feedback forms. We have new training
events specialising in HACCP and Pesticides,
along with our old favourites, Allergens and
Internal Auditing. With companies pulling
back on external training courses, we believe
our in-house training courses can deliver your
requirements at an extremely competitive rate
with the best in class tutors.
In addition, we have introduced a loyalty card
for the Breakfast Clubs, so attend three and
you can attend the fourth, free. Just grab your

copy of the programme and select your choices.
Sponsorship, as always, is available for each of
these events.
The Society has also celebrated 10 years of
the Supporting Company Membership grade.
Our SCMs met for a special lunch and lecture
to celebrate a unique gathering of retailers,
food manufacturers and service providers who
continue to support the Society in many ways.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank
them all for their contribution.
So with many more new initiatives to come,
it will be a busy year and I hope that you can
share in many of these exciting events. Please
do not hesitate to contact the office to discuss
how you may be able to contribute to the
continued success of the Society.
And finally, if you would like to advertise in
this publication (which reaches more than 8,000
people), we are launching a new advertising
page from the spring issue. Here, you’ll be
able to take the opportunity to announce new
products, services and initiatives at a great rate.
Su Werran, our operations director, is heading
up this initiative, so give her a call!
I’ll see you in the spring, when hopefully
the sun will be shining and we will all be
fighting fit!

Catherine Watkinson,
Chair

Celebrating 10 years of SOFHT’s
Supporting Company Members
S
OFHT’s current Supporting Company
Members (SCM) met on 30 January at
the Royal Society for Public Health in
London for their latest meeting. Welcomed
by Alan Lacey, SOFHT director and head of
regulatory affairs at Sainsbury’s, they enjoyed
a presentation by Gary Millar and Gary Hilton
of Byotrol on ‘Ensuring safety and profitability
throughout the food supply chain – how do we
all make safe food and a profit?’, followed by
lunch and celebratory toast to the Society.

Pictured from bottom left to right:
Katie Satterthwaite, Marks & Spencer
Ian Abbotts, Marks & Spencer
Karen Middleton, Diversey
Adrian Dimberline, Addmaster
Gary Hilton, Byotrol
Gary Millar, Byotrol
Geoff Brown, NSF International
Andrew Hockin, Alcontrol Laboratories
Chris Turner, Rokill
Heather McLucas, Müller Dairy
Tendy Lindsay, Food Standards Agency
Ian Jaques, Tate & Lyle Sugars
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Buttering up the market
üller UK & Ireland Group has
confirmed plans to establish the
UK’s largest butter production centre
in Shropshire.
The Group will invest £17 million in a stateof-the-art butter manufacturing operation,
and this, coupled with expansion of its yogurt
operations at the Market Drayton facility, will
lead to the creation of 100 jobs in the area
during 2013.
The butter plant will be housed within the
existing Müller Dairy complex in Market
Drayton. Construction is underway, with
the first commercial production expected in
autumn 2013.

ws

Ronald Kers, chief executive
of Müller UK & Ireland

The Group has already identified domestic
and international markets for butter
products, which will be made with cream
from milk produced by its dairy farmers
suppliers.
Ronald Kers, chief executive officer of
Müller UK & Ireland Group said: ‘We believe
that there is a major opportunity for high
quality butter produced with cream from
British dairy farms.
‘We are ambitious for the future, and we
have the capability to invest where we see
a market in the dairy sector which holds
potential for the Group and its suppliers.
“Butter manufacturing also gives us the
means by which we can start to mitigate
against the extreme volatility we have seen in
the value of cream. While we cannot shield
ourselves completely from the impact of this
volatility, the capability to produce butter is
a useful and important addition as we grow
our business in the UK.’
Müller UK & Ireland Group also
celebrated the New Year by taking ownership
of the Minsterley facility in Shropshire from
Greencore, as previously announced in
June 2012.
The Minsterley facility makes Cadbury
chilled desserts, including Cadbury Mousse,
Trifle and twin-pot products, which Müller
sells under licence from Cadbury.
Ronald Kers, chief executive of Müller UK
& Ireland Group said: ‘This is a great way to
start the New Year. Müller has the leading
position in the UK desserts sector, and
this acquisition gives us the opportunity to
further develop Cadbury’s brand presence
as part of our portfolio, and bring affordable
luxury to the category.
‘We are excited about our plans for the
Minsterley site, and very much look forward
to working with our new colleagues in
driving the business forward throughout
2013 and beyond.’

member profile

Emily Scragg of
Tesco Trading
Law and
Technical Team
What Does Your Job Entail?
Tesco is a global company – most of the 13 markets
we operate in have different local laws for Trading
Standards, Health and Safety, Food Safety and
Fire Safety. As a Group Trading Law & Technical
Manager, I work with our in-country Trading Law
Managers to ensure that our stores are operating
safely and legally and sharing best practice.
What attracted you to this role?
Every day is different! It is exciting to have a role with
such breadth - from manual handling in Turkey to
temperature management in China and supporting
evacuation drills in Korea. Each country has its own
challenges. The reward is coming up with a solution
that works for our customers and colleagues.
How have SOFHT helped you in your role?
I have extensive experience in health and safety and
fire safety plus a Bachelor of Science which includes
micro-biology. However it has been a long time
since I have been actively involved in Food Safety. I
attended the SOFHT HACCP course to refresh my
training on the principles of HACCP. I found the
course very helpful – the trainer was extremely
experienced and able to share his knowledge and
experience about implementation of Food Safety
controls in a large retail business. Following the
course I have been able to successfully help our
in-country teams to review compliance and drive
improvements with food safety regulations.
What do you do in your free
time?
I volunteer with Contact the
Elderly. This sounds very
noble but in reality I get to
drive a lovely lady to Sunday
tea once a month, eat cakes
and play bingo. It’s a tough
job – but someone has got
to do it!

New Members
We are pleased to welcome to SOFHT the following members, who have joined in the last six months.
Further information on company members is available via the SOFHT website at www.sofht.co.uk/thesociety/companymembers.asp
Company/Individual
Membership
M & S	SCM
Hyginox UK Ltd
Gold
Hill Brush Co Ltd
Gold
New Wave Seafood Ltd
Bronze
Suterra
Bronze
Electratech Ozone Solutions Ltd Bronze
Giles Foods Limited
Bronze
Natoora Ltd
Bronze
Jim Robinsons
Ind Premium
Andrew Smith
Ind Premium
William Strachan
Ind Premium

Company/Individual
Steve Sinclaire
Anne Macmillan
Sharon Chambers
David Greest
Peter Mather
Rob Belton
Anna Moscataro
Simon Duffy
James Curlis
Susan Cummins

Membership
Ind Premium
Ind Premium
Ind Standard
Ind Standard
Ind Standard
Ind Standard
Ind Standard
Ind Standard
Ind Standard
Ind Standard

Company/Individual
Membership
Alex Nawrocki 	Student
Alice Kancel	Student
How Yee Cheung 	Student
Iuliana Ciuperca 	Student
Josanne Baptiste 	Student
Simon Grills	Student
Ryan Johnstone	Student
Kelly Dearn	Student
Rachael Statton	Student
Aimee Bartlett	Student
Menaka Jeyakumar	Student
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Hyginox UK is the first commercially viable
European DIN H2 Hygiene standard stainless steel
fabrication in the UK.
By reducing difficult to clean internal joints and spaces
within cabinetry and therefore the incidence of outbreak
or infestation, rather than treating the same, the Hyginox
product is ideally suited to food & drink manufacture, meat
and dairy processing, catering, pharmaceutical, medical
and veterinary applications.

Fully radiussed and internally laser welded the cabinets are
internally seamless for wash down.

The bespoke, but modular design of the cabinets in medical
and food grade stainless steel, mounted on legs, plinths
or castors, with counter style, overlit bar and servery style
topwork can be tailored to your exact requirements and
building fabric interfaces, incorporating integral service voids
and switchgear, via our 3D modelling and BIM software.

A full range of wall cupboards, integrated heated cabinets,
refrigerated cabinets, drawers and freezers is available
along with a complimentary range of stainless steel tabling,
seating, storage platforms and bespoke stainless steel
fabrication to your design.

Full Project Management and installation services are
available.

Contact Jon Shine
0800 599 9255
www.hyginoxuk.co.uk
enquiries@hyginoxuk.co.uk
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the food hygiene
rating scheme in wales

Good news
for business?
Many SOFHT members will be aware of the Food Hygiene
Rating Scheme, which has been introduced nationally
by the Food Standards Agency in partnership with local
authorities across Wales, England and Northern Ireland.
But what does it mean for us? rob wilkins reports
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Food Hygiene Rating Scheme

Food safety maintains a
high political and media
profile in Wales, following
an outbreak of E.coli O157
food poisoning in 2005

F

or many local authorities, the
scheme has replaced a previous
one – of which there were a
number in operation – with some
significant differences. The aim of
the national scheme is to provide
consumers with consistent information
to enable them to make an informed
choice about where they eat or shop
for food, be they in Cardiff, Coventry
or Coleraine.

The voluntary scheme in Wales
and its effect
The FSA aims to secure the mandatory
display of FHRS ratings in all three
countries, but has pressed ahead
in collaboration with the Welsh
government to achieve this at an earlier
date in Wales. Why is this?
Firstly, all Welsh local authorities
have been voluntarily implementing
the scheme since the end of 2010, and
a subsequent rise in overall levels of
compliance by Welsh food businesses
has been noted.
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Secondly, food safety maintains a
high political and media profile in Wales
following an outbreak of E.coli O157
food poisoning in 2005. The Welsh
Minister for Health and Social Services,
Lesley Griffiths, has stated that food
hygiene is vital for the protection of
public health, and that the scheme will
help drive up standards and benefit
consumers and businesses alike.
She also believes that the mandatory
display of hygiene ratings will benefit
food businesses, stating that ‘good food
hygiene means a good rating, which is
good for business.’
Following a public consultation,
the Food Hygiene Rating (Wales) Bill
is progressing through the National
Assembly’s legislation-making process,
and is expected to come into effect in
late 2013.
During the committee stage of the
Bill’s consideration, the Health and
Social Care Committee heard evidence
from a wide range of bodies including
Consumer Focus Wales, British
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Hospitality Association, the Federation
of Small Businesses Wales, the
Association of Convenience Stores and
the British Beer and Pub Association,
as well as the Welsh Local Government
Association, Public Health Wales, the
Chartered Institute of Environmental
Health and the Food Standards Agency.
The Bill was debated at the end of
January in the National Assembly.
Food businesses meeting food
law requirements need not fear the
Food Hygiene Rating Scheme and the
introduction of mandatory display.
Like the Minister for Health and Social
Services, I also believe that mandatory
display of FHRS ratings will be of
benefit to food businesses in Wales.
However, I have to recognise that
genuine concerns were expressed by
business representatives ahead of the
scheme being implemented in Wales
in 2010/11.
These primarily related to the issues
of inspection and rating consistency,
and the ability of a business to get

a re-rating after carrying out any
improvements.
On the matter of consistency, the
FSA has provided training for all
local authority officers involved in
determining ratings but, moreover,
the FHRS scheme provides for greater
consistency and transparency in local
authority food hygiene work.
This is because each rating has to be
justified by the determining officer with
details of any work necessary to achieve
the top rating of five. If you run a
food business and have been awarded
a rating of less than five, then the
reasons for this have to be explained
to you. If they’re not, demand that
they are.
With regard to the ability of business
to have a revisit and a re-rating if
improvements have been made, it might
be considered that the Food Hygiene
Rating (Wales) Bill provides both good
and possibly not quite so good news for
businesses in Wales.
Arrangements under the current
scheme require businesses to go
through a ‘standstill’ period of three to
six months before such a revisit will take
place. Under the Bill, such revisits will
be required to take place within three
months of the request made by the
business, accompanied by notification
of improvements that have been made.
This will allow improved ratings to be
made known to the public at a much
earlier date.
However, where such requests are
received from a business that the local
authority would not be intending to
revisit – typically those with ratings
of three and four – that business will
be required to pay for such visits. This
recognises the fact that officers visit
poorer rated businesses on behalf of the
public, whereas requested revisits are
carried out on behalf of the business
itself.
This does not mean that the better
business is financially punished by
having to pay for something that poorer
businesses get for free. Local authorities
will be required by the new legislation
to charge for visits, the sole purpose of
which is to carry out a re-rating.
Local authorities will follow up on
businesses that fall below a rating of
three using a variety of enforcement
tools to achieve compliance.
And although an improved FHRS
rating is likely to be achieved as a
result, it is almost incidental to the
enforcement action being taken
by the local authority to secure an
improvement in food hygiene standards.
When a business has reached this
level of compliance, they will have same

the right to request and pay for a revisit/
re-rating upon providing evidence of
further improvements.
The Food Hygiene Rating (Wales)
Bill does not stipulate the charge,
but requires local authorities to ensure
that the charge is reasonable and
notified to the business before the visit
takes place.
Local authorities, the FSA and Welsh
government are keen to ensure that a
fair ‘cross-Wales’ rate is established so
that businesses in one local authority do
not pay significantly more than similar
businesses in another local authority,
and that those businesses in rural areas
are not disadvantaged.

About the author
Rob Wilkins is
Team Leader, Local
Authority Delivery
& Support, Food
Standards Agency in
Wales

Displaying the sticker
The Food Standards Agency and Welsh
Government officials have met with
business representatives to discuss
various scenarios and how stickers can
best be displayed where consumers can
see them.
This is relatively straightforward in
the traditional high street business, but
there are other situations that present
different considerations, such as with
mobile traders/vehicle and stalls at
markets.
It is not the intention to try to
catch businesses out, or to generate
income for non-display of the sticker.
Although the legislation will allow for
prosecution through the Magistrates
Court, the usual route of enforcement
will be through the use of Fixed Penalty
Notices. This provides for the sum of
£200 with a reduction to £150 for early
payment.
Before the law comes into effect, local
authorities will be writing to businesses
to inform them not only of their
obligations with regard to the display of
stickers, but also their rights of appeal
and requests for a re-rating.
Whilst the distinctive green and black
identity of the sticker will be retained,
stickers issued after the law comes into
effect will be recognised by the addition
of the Welsh Government logo
During February and March, the
Agency will be running a publicity
campaign for the scheme in Wales. This
will challenge people’s perception of
food hygiene standards in restaurants
and cafes, draw attention to the
scheme and the online ratings, and
seek to prompt a behaviour change
through switching to a higher rated
establishment if appropriate. It is hoped
to persuade consumers to avoid those
places which have a low rating.
Similar campaigns will also run
in England, Scotland and Northern
Ireland.
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NOROVIRUS

Sick of it:
winter vomiting
What causes the winter vomiting
virus, asks John Rigarlsford, and what
should we do during an outbreak?
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ust before Christmas 2012,
the Health Protection Agency
announced that cases of winter
vomiting virus have exceeded one
million. This is nearly twice as many
cases as in a similar period in 2011.
These figures are calculated, as most
people affected by the virus do not
visit their doctor, and many of those
that do visit their doctor are not
laboratory confirmed. In fact, the
number of laboratory confirmed
cases was only 3,538, according to
the Health Protection Agency on
28 December. However, previous

experience indicates reasonably
reliably that the real number of cases is
288 times those laboratory confirmed.
Therefore, the true number of cases is
likely to be around 1.02 million. Many
hospital wards have been closed due to
the infection.

What causes it?
The disease is caused by a group of
viruses known as Norovirus. In a
Radio 4 programme, Material World,
on the 3 January 2013, consultant
microbiologist Dr David Brown
and Aron Hall of the US Centre for
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Disease Control and Prevention
described the Norovirus as ‘ideal
pathogens’. Although Norovirus causes
sudden vomiting, diarrhoea, raised
temperature, and stomach cramps, it is
only moderately virulent and is highly
contagious. They said that genetically,
it frequently changes, making it
difficult to build up immunity to
the virus. It is constantly evolving.
Consequently, it is possible to be
infected and have the symptoms more
than once in a relatively short period.

The infection
The disease was probably first
recognised in the 1920s when cases of
winter vomiting were first recorded. At
that time, the causative organism was
unknown. Even today, it is still poorly
understood. When it is swallowed,
it somehow damages the intestine
and causes vomiting. It is spread by
faecal-oral route. However, it can also
be spread by aerosols and contact with
inanimate objects. These objects (such
as door handles) can act as fomites
and transfer the virus to hands. If not
properly washed, these hands can
transfer the virus to food, or directly to
the mouth if fingers are licked.
The virus can occur all year round.
However, it is more prevalent in winter
when people tend to congregate
together in warm rooms. Outbreaks
have occurred on cruise ships even in
spring and summer. Here, people are
in close proximity to each other, and it
can spread very quickly.
Infected ships are often isolated
and the outbreak hits the headlines
in the media and newspapers.
Similarly, infection is spread in closed
communities. In the recent outbreak,
hundreds of patients on two cruise
ships have been infected.
Hospitals are notorious for
outbreaks, and often this leads to the
closure of wards. Since June 2012, at
least 500 hospitals have had outbreaks
and 70 of these occurred in December.
For example, The Royal Lancashire
Infirmary was closed for two days
in the middle of December to try to
reduce an outbreak where 140 patients
and 20 staff were thought to have
winter vomiting virus. In total, seven
wards in the hospital were affected.
Health centres and doctors’ surgeries
often discourage infected patients from
visiting, or have separate entrances
and rooms for those with vomiting
infections. In my local doctors’ surgery,
there is a sign saying that magazines
have been temporarily removed to
prevent the spread of winter vomiting
virus. This may be an over-reaction,

but it makes patients aware of the
need to take precautions to avoid
infection. Retirement homes are also
very vulnerable to infection. Here,
inhabitants are very susceptible to any
infection and an infected person can
spread it to most inhabitants in a very
short period.

The food industry
The retailer also needs to be aware
of the infection risk in their stores.
Shoppers may well include infected
people. I was once asked by the
manager of a supermarket as to how
much of the delicatessen display
needed to be discarded if someone
vomited in close proximity to the
delicatessen counter. The manager did
not seem overly surprised when I said
that all food in the delicatessen should
be removed and destroyed; then the
whole area should be thoroughly
cleaned and disinfected. I explained
that during vomiting, the virus can
be aerosoled metres away from the
infected person. Similarly, the food
producer needs to be extra vigilant
during outbreaks and ensure that the
risk of infected operatives coming
into contact with food is as minimal
as possible. If any operative vomits
in the production area, production

In December, the Royal
Lancashire Infirmary was
closed for two days to try
to reduce an outbreak
thought to be affecting
140 patients and 20 staff
should immediately stop. Food in
the area should be destroyed and
the production area cleaned and
disinfected. All operatives should
remove their infected protective
clothing, wash and put on clean
protective clothing before returning to
the cleaned production area. During
outbreaks, all food and catering
operatives and shop assistants serving
food should be reminded of the need
for good hygiene practices at all times
and retrained if appropriate.

Reducing infection
Like most infections, good hygiene
can reduce infection. Good hygienic
design, comprehensive staff training,
HACCP and thorough regular cleaning
and disinfection, as well as frequent,
thorough hand washing are essential.

The use of alcohol hand sanitisers
is good practice both within the
food industry and also hospital and
doctors’ surgeries. During the Material
World radio programme, there was
conjecture about the effectiveness
of disinfectants against Norovirus.
Currently, the European Standards
Committee on Disinfectants and
Antiseptics CEN TC216 (on which I
am one of the three UK delegates) is
considering developing a standard for
the evaluation of disinfectants against
Norovirus.
The development of a vaccine
similar to the influenza vaccine has
been discussed. However, because
the virus is constantly evolving, most
virologists feel that current knowledge
of vaccine preparation is insufficient
to allow a Norovirus vaccine to be
developed in the foreseeable future.
In December, SOFHT added a
document entitled Norovirus – what is
it? to the 28 HIFs (Hygiene in Focus)
already on the SOFHT website in the
members’ area. SOFHT is very grateful
to Dr Angus Knight, research &
development manager at Leatherhead
Food Research and a virus expert
on CEN TC216 (Disinfectants and
Antiseptics), who made time in his
very busy work schedule, to write this
very informative HIF.

What are HIFs?
The Society prides itself on its
ability to provide unbiased, accurate
and essential information on Food
Hygiene- and Food Safety-related
topics. The Hygiene in Focus series has
proved to be an invaluable reference
source, and it has provided an
opportunity to introduce and simplify
a wide range of topics to members
and supporters of the Society. The
documents are intended for technical
managers, hygiene managers and other
employees in the food and catering
industries, plus food retailers. They
now available online for easier access
for SOFHT members.
HIFS are written by recognised
experts to give an overview of the
specified topic and provide valuable
information. To keep them topical and
up-to-date, they are regularly reviewed
and updated if required. It is planned
to add at least four new HIFs a year
on subjects important to SOFHT
members, particularly on changes in
legislation, labelling and emerging
pathogens. Members are encouraged
to comment on HIFs and make
SOFHT aware of any discrepancies and
subjects which should be considered
for new HIFs.
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John Rigarlsford,
a SOFHT director,
is a consultant
microbiologist and
director of John
Rigarlsford &
Associates Ltd
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Hand Hygiene

- The Unmet Needs & Driving Compliance
Conference & Exhibition
2nd July 2013

Moor Hall Hotel, Moor Hall Drive, Four Oaks,
Sutton Coldfield, West Midlands, B75 6LN

Programme for the day:

Guaranteeing food quality and safety throughout
the complex global food network is an obligation
for those operating along the entire food chain.
From farms, fisheries and food processors,
to food service & retail establishments, food
retail organisations, and distribution, storage &
transport companies, each must comply with
a complex network of local and international
regulations.

9.30

Arrival & Registration

10.00

Introduction to SOFHT

10.10

Dr John Hines - The importance of hand
hygiene in the food industry - the unmet needs

10.50

Coffee Break

11.10

Nicole Kenny - Virox International
Antimicrobial technology - the science
behind the technology

Employee personal hygiene, with an
emphasis on hand washing, is a prominent
feature of the regulatory environment.

11.50

Richard Mallett - HACCP
Regulatory aspects of hand hygiene independent assessment & endorsement

12.30

Lunch

However, low compliance and increased
risk can occur due to:

14.00

Dermatologist - Skin safety - preventing
occupational skin disease

14.40

Paul Blount - Deb Group
Drivers of hand hygiene compliance the future: hand hygiene surveillance,
monitor & control

15.20

Closing address

15.30

Close

• Unclear and non-prescriptive guidelines
• Cultural diversity among employees
• Utilisation of temporary workers
• The multitude of product choices
• Competing priorities
This conference explains what can be done to
improve the levels of hand hygiene of all food
handlers and how high standards of both
infection prevention and skin management
can be achieved along the entire food chain.

To reserve your place complete this
order form overleaf and either:
Post:The Society of Food Hygiene and Technology,
The Granary, Middleton House Farm,Tamworth Road,
Middleton, Staffordshire,B78 2BD
Fax: 01827 875 800, Email: admin@sofht.co.uk or
Phone: 01827 872 500

Exhibitor space available - please contact Phil Shaw: 07818 571261
If you require any further information, please contact:

The Society of Food Hygiene and Technology, The Granary, Middleton House Farm, Tamworth Road, Middleton, Staffs B78 2BD

Tel: 01827 872500
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healthy eating

Do we have a
healthy attitude
to healthy eating?
N

The growth of the UK
healthfood market is
slowing, but what does this
mean for those working
towards the public health
responsibility deal and
looking to help reduce

Africa Studio / Shutterstock

obesity, asks Amy Smith
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early a year ago, in March 2012,
the Department of Health
initiated its Public Health
Responsibility Deal. The deal aims
to tackle obesity and improve public
health via the positive promotion
of ‘healthier’ behaviours and
lifestyles; adapting the environment
to make healthy choices easier; and
strengthening self-esteem, confidence,
and personal responsibility. A plethora
of manufacturers, retailers and industry
leaders have signed up to specific
pledges with regards to food, alcohol,
physical activity and health at work.
For the food industry, the deal
included a collective reduction in
calories by five billion a day, to
continue to work towards 2012
salt targets of 6g per person per
day, and for food manufacturers to
work together at providing healthier
alternatives and lower calorie options.
Healthier alternatives have meant the
removal or reduction of salt, sugar and
fat, used for thousands of years as
preservatives in food; their removal can
create an environment more conducive
to the growth of pathogens.
With the introduction of the deal
you would expect the consumption
of health foods to increase, not
decrease, which the new consumer
data seems to suggest is happening.
As technologists are being asked to
reformulate products to reduce calories
and provide healthier alternatives, it
begs the question: are these costly and
potentially risky changes as essential
as initially thought if consumers

aren’t buying as much of the food as
originally expected?
Back in 1989, one of the
contributing factors to the biggest
outbreak of botulism in the UK –
where 27 people were affected and
one person died – was due to the
substitution of sugar with aspartame
in hazelnut yoghurt. This resulted in
a change in aW (water activity) of the
yoghurt, which aided the survival and
growth of the spore-forming pathogen.
This is an extreme example, as
advances in HACCP systems and good
manufacturing practices have greatly
reduced the likelihood of occurrence
for these types of food safety
indecencies. However, it goes to show
that changes in formulations can have
an adverse effect on product safety.

Tackling the issues
It is still vital that the issue of obesity
and public health is tackled within the
UK because the cost to the NHS for
an unhealthy lifestyle is approximated
at £8.7 billion a year. The Department
of Health suggests that reducing
salt intakes by 1g will save 4,147
preventable deaths and £288m to the
NHS every year. But are there more
successful ways for technologists to
tackle the issue which perhaps do not
have as much influence on the ability
of pathogens to grow?
While the levels of natural
preservatives such as salt and sugar
within our food are reduced further
and further, will technologists be faced
with a bigger problem and be caught
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healthy eating

Any small changes in
recipes or production
methods can affect
the microbiological
stability of a food
look at introducing more low energy
dense foods compared to high energy
dense foods. If more low energy dense
foods are available, then the overall
weight or volume of a product may
not need to be reduced. This change
will mean the number of calories per
serving would be reduced, therefore
fulfilling one requirement of the
responsibility deal, leaving the amount
of salt to be tackled.
To help the responsibility deal
fulfil its potential, consumer opinions
towards healthy options also need
to change. Recent figures suggest
51 per cent of consumers distrust
products labelled as ‘diet’. Why is
this? When developing new products,
if a consumer is likely to distrust a
diet option, how can products be
reformulated and marketed to entice
the consumer to purchase the healthier
option? Could one of the factors
involved in creating an opinion of
distrust be due to the differences
in nutritional traffic light labelling,
confusing consumers as to what is

the healthiest choice? Fortunately,
this issue has been addressed and a
consistent system will be introduced
in 2013 which will standardise traffic
light parameters across the board. But
has the confusion between nutritional
traffic light systems already caused
lasting damage?

The truth about food labels
As well as consumers not trusting diet
products, 71 per cent of consumers
say they do not know how truthful
health claims made on food labels are.
Since 14 December 2012, all health
claims made on food have to be from
the EU-approved list of health claims,
forcing manufacturers to remove any
unsubstantiated and unapproved
claims. Hopefully this message will be
passed onto consumers and they can
begin to start trusting health messages
relayed on pack. Technologists and
marketeers can now begin to look at
their products and positively promote
them if they fulfil the requirements to
make a specific health claim.
With figures for food poisoning
outbreaks in 2011 increasing to 83
from 63 outbreaks in 2010, it will be
interesting to compare outbreak cases
in 2012. For food safety professionals,
it will be exciting to see how the
industry has risen to the challenge
of reducing calorie and salt content.
Further work is required to fulfil
consumer expectations and change
opinions towards healthier options.
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About the author
Amy Smith is a food
law advisor for Exova,
and has 13 years of
experience within the
food industry. She is
also involved in food
law training
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up in the never-ending battle of cost
verses innovation? How can we work
more successfully to further change
consumer lifestyle choices?
Changes to recipe formulations
to make healthier products can be
costly to businesses, especially with
increasing raw material costs which
stretch budgets. Other costs include
the time to run trials, changes to
artwork, costs of getting revised
nutritional and shelf-life information.
Reduction in salt levels may save
manufacturers money on raw materials;
however, the risk level for the
growth and survival of pathogens is
increased. Removing such a valuable
preservative may mean the addition
of more expensive alternatives or
the production of shorter shelf-life
products, which will mean more
frequent deliveries to customers,
again increasing costs.
Any small changes in recipes or
production methods can affect the
microbiological stability of a food.
Changes may not affect the numbers
or types of bacteria present, but it
may affect their survival and growth. If
additional ingredients are to be added
to compensate for any changes linked
to a reduction in salt, then the food’s
safety and stability will need to be
reassessed. Salt is also multifunctional
and is often used for processing and
taste as well as preservation. These
multiple functions often make it
difficult to replace and reduce.
Costs associated with reformulations
will inevitably be passed onto the
consumer. In this time of austerity,
consumers are more concerned with
how much money they are spending
on their food shopping compared to
being overly concerned about quality
or the nutritional components of food.
There is a point to which consumers
will go to with regards to quality and
composition, but consumer trends
indicate that cost is the overriding
deal breaker governing consumer
decisions. Is it more important for
technologists to concentrate on costsaving measures? It is no wonder that
the cheapest and easiest option is
to reduce portion sizes rather than
tackling reformulations to remove
contentious ingredients. But this often
comes at a price, with the more savvy
consumers identifying a reduction in
portion size.
Having said that, reducing portion
sizes is not just a case of reducing
food weights from, for example, 150g
to 100g. Technologists can also look at
the energy density (amount of energy
in a given weight of food) of food and
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brinsea

Brinsea launch incubators with
Biomaster Antimicrobial Protection

E

gg incubators create the ideal
conditions for the growth of
microbes and bacteria that can,
in turn, be harmful to incubating eggs
and can cause embryonic death.
To reduce this risk, Brinsea have

incorporated Biomaster antimicrobial
additives into the incubator cabinets
during manufacture. Biomaster is
embedded within the plastic itself,
preventing the growth of bacteria
and helping to provide the optimum
environment for hatching.
‘It’s very frustrating when eggs
develop but fail to hatch, often for
no apparent reason,’ says Ian Pearce,
managing director. ‘We estimate that
25 per cent of these could be due to
bacterial contamination, and the use of
Biomaster antimicrobial additives in our
plastics will help reduce this problem
and lead to higher hatch rates.’
Ian continues: ‘Biomaster provides an
added level of protection for your eggs
during incubation. From January 2013,
Biomaster has been utilised as widely
as technically possible within our
products, providing you with additional
confidence in your hatch.’
Adding Biomaster into the Brinsea
range of incubators is a very effective
way to combat the growth of microbes

on the product, comments Paul Morris,
managing director of Addmaster,
who produce the Biomaster additive.
‘Its action against such a wide range
of bacteria such as Campylobacter,
Salmonella and Legionella makes it the
ideal product to provide the hygienic
protection required for the incubator.’
n For more information on the
new Brinsea range, visit www.
biomastertechnology.com

Are your health
and nutrition
claims working
for you?
Could your food products carry a health or nutrition claim?
Exova Food Law Consultants can help you make better use
of what you say on your packaging.
With increased focus on public health and increasing consumer dietary
health awareness, nutrition and health claims are very likely to influence
consumers and therefore play a key role in ‘on pack’ information.
Our team of expert consultants at Exova can review the information on
your packaging to ensure it is completely accurate and can be used to
positively promote your product.
We can assess your existing or future information using the European Union
list of authorised health claims to ensure your statements are not misleading
or confusing and are presented clearly, without exaggeration.

Contact Exova on 0121 206 4100
and ask for Jamie Weall or Amy Smith
or email: jamie.weall@exova.com, amy.smith@exova.com
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Giving you
the cutting edge
Leaders in international food safety and assurance, NSF International
provides consulting, technical and inspection services to clients worldwide,
delivering supply chain assurance to many of the world’s largest retail brands.
• Contract technical services
• Supply chain assurance
• BRC Global Standard, IFS and FSSC 22000
• Retail food safety, hygiene and health & safety services
• Food and non-food product labelling and specification management
• Nutrition and allergy information
• Training, helpline and complaints management
• Consulting and enforcement liaison

is now

NSF International, Long Hanborough, Oxford, OX29 8SJ, UK
T: +44 (0)1993 885600 E: enquiriesuk@nsf.org
www.nsf-foodeurope.com
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Bug burger,
anyone?
Making sure that pests and insects are not part of the food manufacturing
industry is
It’s vital that hygiene is
recognised as a priority
crucial, says Steve Sinclair – and heat treatment may be the
way forward
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pest control

Revival Environmental
uses Envirotherm to treat
cockroaches, dust mites,
bed bugs, stored product
insects, wet rot/dry rot/
mould, plaster mite and
wood boring insects

P

est control: not the most
glamorous of subjects, and
yet without it, the world
would be a very different and far less
comfortable environment to live in.
For the food manufacturing industry,
the phrase ‘time is money’ has a
whole new meaning. Downtime for a
busy production facility means loss
of revenue, potential loss of valuable
contracts and harmful damage to
the company reputation. For many
years, the use of chemicals was the
only option available to combat insect
infestations; that is until recent years
when the use of heat has been tested
with remarkable results.
Heat is a relatively new way of
drying buildings with hot air and
has had a major impact on disaster
recovery, in both domestic and

commercial situations. Using a rapid
drying system, buildings can be dried
in a matter of hours or days, rather
than traditional methods, which takes
weeks or months. The whole project
can be monitored and controlled
remotely, via the internet, to ensure
the temperature and humidity remain
at the optimum for safe, fast drying.
Already innovators in this area,
Revival suspected that the heating
process could be used to eradicate
insect infestation, not just temporarily,
but completely. The end result is
Envirotherm, a method of thermal
disinfection that is totally chemicalfree, environmentally friendly, quick
and efficient to apply, and reaches all
areas of infestation, wherever situated.
It means that the process is not
reliant on the integrity of any human,
mechanical or pressurised systems of
application.
Revival Environmental (part of The
Revival Group) uses Envirotherm to
treat cockroaches, dust mites, bed
bugs, stored product insects, wet rot/
dry rot/mould, plaster mite and wood
boring insects. The most important
differentiator in pest control is the
fact that insecticide does not kill
eggs. Unlike spray treatments, heat
kills every lifecycle stage of an insect,
from eggs and larvae to fully-grown
creatures, making it a more efficient
way to treat infestations. Chemical
spray treatments normally need to be
repeated several times and can fail to
reach insects living in wall cavities or
crevices.
So how does it work? With the use
of a mobile heating system that can
control and deliver clean, dry and
transferable heat to any contained
area, the process works by heating
up the affected area to a temperature
of 56°C. At this temperature, all
life stages of insects will die after
one hour. The heat kills the insects
in two ways: denaturing of the
proteins within the insect’s body
and disrupting the waxy layers on

the outside of the insect, causing
dehydration. It works by heating
liquid syrup and delivering it through
insulated pipes to heat exchangers,
which are placed inside the infested
treatment zone. The heat exchangers
convert heat into hot dry air, which
is discharged at a pre-determined
temperature. Strategically placed
electronic heat probes monitor and
record the core temperature. The
process is monitored remotely on
a laptop, producing a computergenerated graph as proof of heat
exposure. The treatment zone is
heated up and maintained at 56°C
for one hour to eradicate pests, but
will not cause any structural damage.
Reports are run using the heat probes
and thermal imaging technology to
confirm that all target pests have been
eradicated effectively.

About the author
Steve Sinclair
is the business
development
manager for Revival
Environmental, part
of The Revival Group.
He has more than
30 years’ experience
of using heat to
treat a variety of
situations, and hosts
regular hands-on
demonstrations in
Oxfordshire

Quick and efficient
The process makes it possible to
eliminate insect infestations in food
manufacturing factories, warehouses
and grain silos quickly and efficiently.
All life cycle stages of the pest, from
eggs and larvae to fully grown adults,
can be eradicated with just one
treatment, making it a very effective
way to treat stored product insects
such as beetles, weevils and moths.
These insects can contaminate food
products at both larval and adult
stages and are then easily transferred
to milling and processing machinery.
As Envirotherm is chemical-free,
any factories or machinery treated
are safe to be fully operational again
within hours, minimising production
downtime and associated costs.
Food futurologist Morgaine Gaye
suggests that insects will, in the
future, become a staple of our diet:
‘Things like crickets and grasshoppers
will be ground down and used as
an ingredient in things like burgers.
They will become popular when we
get away from the word “insects” and
use something like “mini-livestock”. A
large chunk of the world’s population
already eats insects as a regular part
of their diet. But insects will need an
image overhaul if they are to become
more palatable to the squeamish
Europeans and North Americans,’
says Gaye, who is a member of the
Experimental Food Society. Until
such time, the food manufacturing
industry must ensure they continue
to demonstrate best practice and take
necessary steps to ensure insects are
not included in their product as a
bonus ingredient, using only the safest
and quickest methods available.
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SAFE. EFFECTIVE.

PERMANENT
24 HOURS A DAY. EVERY DAY.
Biomaster provides an antimicrobial solution for any point
in the food chain to reduce the risk of bacterial cross
contamination. Biomaster treated products have been
proven to reduce the growth of food borne bacteria such as
E.coli, Salmonella and Campylobacter by up to 99.99% and
works 24 hours a day, every day.
Adding Biomaster gives safe, effective and permanent
antimicrobial protection to any product into which it is added.
Hotels, restaurants, supermarkets, food processors and
packaging convertors can all beneﬁt from incorporating
Biomaster treated products.
Visit www.biomastertechnology.com or call +44 (0)1785 225656

Biomaster and Biomaster Protected are registered trade marks of Addmaster (UK) Ltd.
Addmaster (UK) Ltd, Darﬁn House, Priestly Court, Staffordshire Technology Park,
Stafford, ST18 0AR Tel: +44 (0)1785 225656 Fax: +44 (0)1785 225353
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